An integrable coupling hierarchy of Dirac integrable hierarchy is presented by means of zero curvature representation. A Hamiltonian operator involving two parameters is introduced, and it is used to derive a pair of Hamiltonian operators. A bi-Hamiltonian structure of the obtained integrable coupling hierarchy is constructed with the aid of Magri pattern of biHamiltonian formulation. Moreover, we prove the Liouville integrability of the obtained integrable coupling hierarchy and establish a Darboux transformation of the integrable coupling. As an application, an exact solution of the integrable coupling of Dirac equation is given.
Introduction
In recent years, the investigation of the integrable couplings of soliton equations has received considerable attention. The integrable couplings originate from the work on perturbations around solutions of evolution equations [18] and the perturbation bundle [1] . A few methods of constructing integrable couplings are proposed. Many problems of the integrable couplings have been studied [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] 20] .
For a given integrable evolution equation
we actually want to construct a new bigger, triangular integrable system as follows:
In Eq. (1.2), χ(u, v) is a real function defined over R 2 , and it should satisfy the non-triviality condition ∂χ(u, v) ∂[u] = 0, where [u] = (u, u x , u xx , · · · ). This statement means that the second equation in the bigger system (1.2) involves the dependent variable u of the original integrable system (1.1). The Eq.
(1.2) is called an integrable coupling of Eq. (1.1). In the theory of the integrable couplings, an important subject is to establish their bi-Hamiltonian structures. If an integrable coupling hierarchy possesses biHamiltonian structure, then we can derive a hereditary recursion operator and infinitely many conserved functionals. Thus, the Louville integrability of the integrable coupling hierarchy can be deduced. Usually, bi-Hamiltonian structures of integrable systems may be establish by using the trace identity [19] . However, it can not be used in the case of integrable couplings. We find that Magri pattern of bi-Hamiltonian formulation is very effective way to establish bi-Hamiltonian structure of the integrable hierarchy [13] [14] [15] 17] . In addition, we know that Darboux transformation is a purely algebraic, powerful method to construct solutions of the integrable systems. The Lax pair plays a key role in the method of Darboux transformation [2, 16] . To the best of our knowledge, in soliton theory, Darboux transformation of Lax pairs of the integrable couplings composed by triangular integrable system Eq. (1.2) has not been studied. In this paper, we are going to establish Darboux transformation of Lax pair for the integrable coupling of Dirac equation, which has the form of the Eq. (1.2).
It is well-known that the Dirac integrable system q t = − 1 2 r xx + q 2 r + r 3 , r t = 1 2 q xx − qr 2 − q 3 ,
is an important soliton equation. Its corresponding integrable hierarchy have been researched in Refs. [3, 5] . In the following, we would like to research the integrable coupling of Dirac integrable system (1.3)            q t = − 1 2 r xx + rq 2 + r 3 , r t = 1 2 q xx − q 3 − qr 2 , s t = − 1 2 (r xx + w xx ) + (w + r)(q 2 + r 2 ) + 2qrs + 2r 2 w, w t = 1 2 (q xx + s xx ) − (q + s)(q 2 + r 2 ) − 2q 2 s − 2qrw.
(1.4)
Obviously, Eq. (1.4) has the form of the Eq. (1.2). In addition, if we set the Dirac integrable system (1.3) in the following form
where u = (q, r) T , then the integrable coupling system (1.4) may be represented as
.
In view of perturbation theory [10] , the integrable coupling (1.4) is first-order perturbation system of the Dirac integrable system (1.3).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider the spectral problem
Locality of solution of the related stationary zero curvature equation is proved. An integrable coupling hierarchy of Dirac integrable hierarchy is deduced by using the zero curvature representation. In Section 3, a pair of Hamiltonian operators is presented by the aid of a Hamiltonian operator containing two arbitrary constants. A bi-Hamiltonian structure of obtained integrable coupling hierarchy is constructed by using the Magri pattern [13] [14] [15] 17] . Then Liouville integrability of the obtained integrable coupling hierarchy is demonstrated. In Section 4, a Darboux transformation of Lax pair of the Eq. (1.4) is established by means of a gauge transformation. In Section 5, as an application of Darboux transformation, an exact solution of the Eq. (1.4) is given. Finally, we give some conclusions and remarks.
An integrable coupling hierarchy of Dirac integrable hierarchy
First of all, we consider the stationary zero curvature equation associated with spectral problem (1.5)
The equation (2.1) implies
From (2.2), we get 2aλ = 2rb + c x ,
By substituting expansions
, we obtain the initial conditions: 4) and the recursion relations
Next, we discuss the locality of solution of (2.1) (or (2.5)).
Proposition 2.1. In (2.4), if the initial values are selected as follows
then a n , b n , c n , f n , g n , h n , n 1 which are solved by (2.5), are all local, and they only depend on q, r, s, w and their spatial derivatives up to some finite order.
Proof. Using first and third equations in (2.5), we see that a n+1 and c n+1 can be determined locally by a n , b n , and c n , n 0. Similarly, from fourth and sixth equations in (2.5), we know that f n+1 and g n+1 can be determined locally by a n , b n , c n , f n , g n and h n , n 0. When b n+1 and g n+1 are derived from second and fifth equations in (2.5), we need to use operator ∂ −1 to solve the corresponding differential equations. Hereinafter, we are going to show that b n+1 and g n+1 may be deduced through an algebraic method rather than by solving the differential equations. A direct verification can show
From above two equations, we have
where γ 1 (t) and γ 2 (t) are arbitrary functions of time variable t only. We then deduce two recursion relations for b n+1 and g n+1 :
Further, we select γ 1 (t) = γ 2 (t) = 0. Then, we obtain that a n , b n , c n , f n , g n , h n , n 1 can be solved successively through the algebraic method. This completes the proof.
The first few terms are given by
To obtain the related integrable coupling hierarchy, we take the time evolution of the eigenfunction of the spectral problem (1.5) obeys the differential equation
Then the compatibility conditions of (1.5) and (2.6) are
which give rise to the following hierarchy of integrable equations
Eq. (2.7) is the zero curvature representations of Eq. (2.8). The spectral problem (1.5) and the (2.6) compose Lax pairs of (2.8). It is easy to verify that the first nonlinear differential equation in (2.8), when
Because first two differential equations in (2.9) form the Dirac integrable system (1.3), (2.9) is an integrable coupling of the Dirac integrable system (1.3). The time part of the Lax pair of the integrable coupling (2.9) may be given by
where
A bi-Hamiltonian structure and Liouville integrability of the integrable coupling hierarchy (2.8)
In this section, we are going to establish bi-Hamiltonian structure of the integrable coupling hierarchy (2.8). First, let us introduce some concepts for further discussion. The variational derivative and the inner product are defined respectively by
wheref,ĝ are required to be rapidly vanished at the infinity, and (f,ĝ) R 4 denotes the standard inner product off andĝ in the Euclidean space R 4 . Operator J * is defined by J * f ,ĝ = f , Jĝ , it is called adjoint operator of J with respect to above inner product. If an operator has the property J = −J * , then J is called to be skew-symmetric. A linear operator J is called a Hamiltonian operator, if J is a skew-symmetric operator, and satisfies the Jacobi identity, i.e., it satisfies
Based on a given Hamiltonian operator J, we can define a corresponding Poisson bracket [4, 9, 17] {f,ĝ}
If J, M are Hamiltonian operators, and αJ + βM is still a Hamiltonian operator for all real-values of α and β, then J and M form a pair of Hamiltonian operators. By means of the pair of Hamiltonian operators, we can obtain the bi-Hamiltonian structure of the related integrable system. From the Eqs. (2.5) and Eq. (2.8), we get
Proposition 3.1. The operator Γ (α, β) is Hamiltonian operator for all values of two constants α and β.
Proof. It is easy to see that the operator Γ (α, β) is a skew-symmetric operator. Namely,
Moreover, we can prove that the operator Γ (α, β) satisfies the Jacobi identity (3.1). The concrete check is given in the appendix. The proof is completed. In addition, it is easy to verify that J is reversible, and
and using the bi-Hamiltonian theory [14, 15, 17] , we know that its adjoint operator
is a hereditary operator. Furthermore, from the Magri pattern, we can obtain the following bi-Hamiltonian initial equality
where two Hamiltonian functionals areỸ i = Y i (u(x))dx ( 1 i 2) and
At present, from Eq. (2.8) and Eq. (3.3), we find that the integrable coupling hierarchy (2.8) can be rewritten as follows
where y 1 := δỸ 1 δu = (q + s, r + w, q, r) T , y 2 = Ψy 1 = δỸ 2 δu . Note that J and M constitute a pair of Hamiltonian operators. y 1 , y 2 are gradients. According to the theory of bi-Hamiltonian operators, all vector functions Ψ n y 1 (n 1) are gradients [17] . Thus the equation hierarchy (3.5) (or (2.8)) has the following bi-Hamiltonian structure
where the Hamiltonian functionsỸ n (n 1) are given bỹ Proof. Because the operator M is skew-symmetric, namely M * = −M, then JΨ = ΦJ. Therefore, we have
Similarly, we can also get
Thus, we have
The proof is completed.
Based on Proposition 3.3, we can obtain the following theorem. 
Darboux transformation
It is well-known that Darboux transformations are a purely algebraic, powerful method to find explicit solutions of many soliton equations. Lax pair of the integrable system plays a key role [2, 16] . We know that a gauge transformation of a matrix spectral problem is called Darboux transformation if it transforms the spectral problems into another spectral problems of the same type.
In what follows, we proceed to search for the Darboux transformation of the integrable coupling (1.4). We introduce a gauge transformationφ
Here, we assume Π (N) is of the form
where N is a natural number, and 
In what follows, we determine Π (N) such thatŨ andṼ 1 in the Eq. (4.4) have the same form with U and V 1 , respectively.
Let ξ = (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 , ξ 4 ) T , η = (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , η 4 ) T be two real linear independent solutions of Eq. (1.5) and Eq. (2.10), and use them to define the following four linear algebraic systems for
with
and λ j , κ j (1 j 2N) are suitably chosen such that all the determinants of coefficients in (4.5) ∼ (4.9) are nonzero. Therefore, (N) ) is 4N th-order polynomial of λ, and λ j (1 j 2N) are all its roots. Thus, we have
.8), it is easy to get that det(Π
Proposition 4.1. The matrixŨ defined by (4.4) has the same form as U, in which the old potentials q, r, s, and w are mapped into new potentialsq,r,s, andw according to
L i λ i , and
. From (4.11), we have
We find that Γ 11 (λ), Γ 13 (λ), and Γ 21 (λ) are (4N + 1)th-order polynomials in λ, and Γ 12 (λ), Γ 13 (λ), Γ 14 (λ), Γ 21 (λ), Γ 22 (λ), and Γ 24 (λ) are 4N th-order polynomials in λ. Through a direct verify, we have 
Equating the coefficients of λ N+i , (i = 0, 1) in (4.12), we obtain that m (0) Proof. Let
We obtain that Σ 11 (λ), Σ 13 (λ), Σ 22 (λ), and Σ 24 (λ) are (4N + 1)th-order polynomials in λ, and Σ 12 (λ), Σ 14 (λ), Σ 21 (λ), and Σ 23 (λ) are (4N + 2)th-order polynomials in λ. By a direct check, we get
Therefore, the following equation is established
14 , z
23 , z
Comparing the coefficients of λ in (4.14), we have
Hence, we conclude that the transformations 
Explicit solution
In what follows, we will apply Darboux transformation (4.15) to give explicit solution of (1.4). We choose a seed solution of (1.4) (i.e., a simple special solution) (q, r, s, w) T = (0, 0, 1, 1) T and N = 1 in (4.2). Substituting this solution into the (1.5) and (2.10), we can obtain the following Lax pair
Solving above two equations, we have
The Eq. (4.2) becomes
From Eq. (4.5) ∼ Eq. (4.9), we have
By the aid of Darboux transformation (4.15), we obtain new explicit solution of (1.4):
Conclusions and remarks
Starting from a four-by-four matrix spectral problem, we derived an integrable coupling hierarchy of Dirac integrable hierarchy by means of zero curvature equation. A bi-Hamiltonian structure of the obtained integrable coupling hierarchy was established by the Magri .4) is obtained. This process can be done continually. Therefore, we can obtain a lot of explicit solutions for the resulting integrable coupling system of the Dirac integrable system.
In addition, many interesting problems deserve further investigation for the integrable coupling hierarchy (2.8). For example, inverse scattering transformation, nonlinearization of Lax pairs, constructing complexion solutions by the Wronskian determinant, conservation laws, and so on.
Appendix: The proof of the Jacobi identity in Proposition 3.1
We would like to give a detailed check of the Jacobi identity Through a tediously but direct computation, the coefficients of αβ, β 2 can be obtained as follows.
αβ : 8 {f 3 (∂ −1 (rĝ 3 ))ĥ 1 −f 3ĝ3 (∂ −1 (rĥ 1 )) −f 3 (∂ −1 (qĝ 4 ))ĥ 1 −f 4ĝ4 (∂ −1 (rĥ 1 )) +f 4 (∂ −1 (rĝ 3 ))ĥ 2 +f 3ĝ3 ((∂ −1 (qĥ 2 )) −f 4 (∂ −1 (qĝ 4 ))ĥ 2 +f 4ĝ4 (∂ −1 (qĥ 2 )) +f 3 (∂ −1 (rĝ 1 ))ĥ 3 −f 3ĝ1 (∂ −1 (rĥ 3 )) −f 3 (∂ −1 (qĝ 2 ))ĥ 3 −f 4ĝ2 (∂ −1 (rĥ 3 )) +f 3 (∂ −1 (wĝ 3 ))ĥ 3 −f 1ĝ3 (∂ −1 (rĥ 3 )) +f 1 (∂ −1 (rĝ 3 ))ĥ 3 −f 3ĝ3 (∂ −1 (wĥ 3 )) −f 2ĝ4 (∂ −1 (rĥ 3 )) −f 3 (∂ −1 (sĝ 4 ))ĥ 3 −f 4ĝ4 (∂ −1 (wĥ 3 )) −f 1 (∂ −1 (qĝ 4 ))ĥ 3 +f 4 (∂ −1 (rĝ 1 ))ĥ 4 +f 3ĝ1 (∂ −1 (qĥ 4 )) −f 4 (∂ −1 (qĝ 2 ))ĥ 4 +f 4ĝ2 (∂ −1 (qĥ 4 )) +f 1ĝ3 (∂ −1 (qĥ 4 )) +f 4 (∂ −1 (wĝ 3 ))ĥ 4 +f 3ĝ3 (∂ −1 (sĥ 4 )) +f 2 (∂ −1 (rĝ 3 ))ĥ 4 −f 4 (∂ −1 (sĝ 4 ))ĥ 4 +f 2ĝ4 (∂ −1 (qĥ 4 )) −f 2 (∂ −1 (qĝ 4 ))ĥ 4 +f 4ĝ4 (∂ −1 (sĥ 4 ))}dx. Through a direct calculation, we obtain that above three sums with a cycle off,ĝ, andĥ are all equal to zero.
